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It doesn’t have to
happen to you!

breakthrough studies have
unlocked the powerful
secret relieving ringing
in the ears…and even
improving your hearing
as you age!
“Picture how great
each day will be when
you can enjoy your
favorite songs, follow a
conversation, hear your grandchild’s laugh…
and feel a surge of youthful confidence again!
This natural hearing solution makes it possible
in as little as 7 days!”
Read the clinical evidence inside….

Take Years off Your Ears!
Doctor unlocks powerful secret to

Hearing as Clear as a Bell...
Without surgery, drugs, or implants!
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Has this ever
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happened to you?
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Your favorite Frank
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Sinatra song comes
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on the radio…but you
My name is
can’t enjoy it because
Dr. Victor Marchione.
everyone complains that
I’m a practicing
you turned the volume
physician and author
TOO HIGH…
of health newsletters.
Do you strain to hear ordinary conversation?
Your grandchildren
For over 25 years, I’ve
are laughing as they play
had remarkable success helping my patients and
right in front of you…but you can’t enjoy the fun
readers improve their health using the world’s
because you can’t hear what the joke is about…
most powerful natural solutions.
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Most people (and most doctors, for that
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matter) think that improving hearing means
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Hearing problems are among most prevalent
Let’s face it. Losing your hearing is much like
age-related conditions. According to the Epidemilosing
your eyesight! It simply robs you of the
ology of Hearing Loss Study, a whopping 46% of
wonderful pleasures of living. Just imagine not
adults between the ages of 48 to 87 suffer some
being able to hear music again…or carry on a
form of hearing loss.
conversation with a friend…or hear the dialog
That’s nearly half the
of your favorite classic movie.
adults over 48 in the country!
I’m not surprised considBut the truth is…you don’t have
ering most doctors say that
to sit back and let it happen!
ringing, buzzing, whistling
We all know that life is so much better when
and hearing loss are something
you can hear every whisper.
you ‘simply have to live with’
You can get rid of the ringing in the ears that’s
as you get older!
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driving you crazy. You can watch TV or listen to
your favorite songs without turning the volume
on “high.” In fact, there’s absolutely no reason
why you should have suffer from hearing loss—
no matter how old you are!
Let me explain. You see, there are two
dangerous myths about age-related hearing loss.
And here’s why you don’t have to fall victim to
either of them.

MYTH #1:
“Bad hearing is something
I have to live with”.
It’s sad that so many
people—including my
patients—think that ear
and hearing problems are just
a part of growing old. They’re
frustrated, and I can understand
why! We all want to listen to
music, enjoy a conversation or follow movie
dialogue without straining to hear.
I even know of a lady who would go to the
movies with her husband every weekend, because
he enjoyed a good film so much. But she didn’t
have the heart to tell him she could hardly
understand the dialogue. Almost none of it
came through clear!
It doesn’t have to be that way. You can take
steps right now to protect your ears…and
even put an end to your hearing problems! I’ll
explain more in a moment.

MYTH #2:
“Ringing and buzzing in my
ears can’t be fixed.
My doctor said so”.
Not necessarily! Let me
explain.
Ringing or whistling in your
ears is not only maddening—
it also interferes with your
day-to-day life, too. It can affect
your concentration, sleep, job performance, and
even normal conversation.

When you go to your doctor and tell him
about the non-stop whistling or humming in
your ears…or how telephone calls are becoming
more and more difficult, chances are he will
recommend a hearing aid. Or tell you to stay
away from loud noises.
But ringing, humming and other noise in the
ears isn’t just due to all those loud concerts you
attended back in your teens and 20s. According
to Josef Miller, Ph.D., Professor of Communicative Disorders at the University of Michigan, it’s
actually due to the overrun of free radicals, which
destroy healthy inner ear cells.
“The free radicals actually punch holes in the
membranes of the cells,” Dr. Miller stated. And if
this is the case, quieting this irritating ringing
may be easier than you may think!
(continued)
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“

I’ve specifically formulated
Hearing Rescue to help
promote the health of your
ear, protect your hearing
as you get older, and
provide additional
health ‘insurance’
to help you enjoy
everything life
has to offer—
at every age!

”
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Damaged Cells = Damaged Hearing!
Your inner ears (the cochlea) contain over
15,000 tiny hair cells that help convert sound
waves into electrical impulses. These impulses
are sent via your auditory
nerves to your brain.
Hearing loss begins
when those sensory hair
cells in your cochlea become
damaged. This can happen
Cochlea
due overexposure to loud
sounds, a serious infection, certain medications,
stress, or exposure to toxins.
Some people are genetically predisposed to
hearing problems. And if you have circulation
problems, chances are the blood flow to your ears
isn’t as healthy as it should be, either. That’s the
bad news. But here’s the good news:

ears, quiet annoying ringing and buzzing and
even repair noise-induced hearing loss.
And here’s the most exciting news of all:
certain nutrients can not only relieve the hearing
problems you suffer with right now—but also
can make a huge difference in your hearing for
decades to come!
After examining all of the clinical research
on these nutrients, I worked with the top-notch
research team at Bel Marra Health. Together, we
developed a remarkable, science-based formula
designed to support the health of your ears and
hearing on multiple levels.

Everything can come through
loud and clear again!

I call it Hearing Rescue. And
it provides what I consider the
best “insurance” for optimum
ear and hearing health—based
on the latest scientific research.
Hearing Rescue
Hearing Rescue contains
10 best-of-the-best nutritional
compounds clinically proven
to help…
n Relieve annoying ringing, whistling and
buzzing in the ears—starting in two weeks
or less!
n Boost circulation to the tiny capillaries in and
around your auditory canal…so you can ‘feed’
your ears the oxygen and nutrients they need
to be healthy
n Deliver the high-potency cell-nourishing
support your inner ears need to repair and
renew themselves today, and for the long-term
n Repair the free-radical damage that has harmed
your cochlear bones, auditory canal and every
other part of your ear
n Improve the volume, range and sensitivity of
your hearing, so you can hear everything you
want to hear!

Like any other organ, your ears need a steady
flow of fuel, nutrients and energizers to support
peak performance today, tomorrow and for a
lifetime. Thankfully, science has uncovered
certain nutrients that can help nourish, repair
and even restore your ear and hearing health—
no matter how old you are!
Together, these compounds help prevent
inner ear cell death, boost circulation to your

As with any supplement, if you are currently taking any
prescription medications or have any specific medical condition,
consult your health care practitioner prior to use.
Directions: Take 2 capsules daily. Take one capsule in the
morning and one capsule at night, or as directed by a health
care practitioner. Take with food. Take a few hours before or
after taking other medications or health care products. Do not
use if the inner seal is broken.
Caution(s) and Warning(s): Consult a health care practitioner for
long term use.
Consult a health care practitioner prior to use if you are taking
medications for diabetes, high blood pressure, or seizures.
Do not use if you are taking health products that affect blood
coagulation (e.g. blood thinners, clotting factor replacements,
acetylsalicylic acid, ibuprofen, fish oils) as this may increase the
risk of spontaneous bleeding.

Manufactured for

Bel Marra Health

P.O. Box 77001, RPO Martin Grove, Woodbridge, ON L4L 9S3

For More Information:

1-866-531-0466

Certain nutritional compounds can help improve
range of hearing as well as hearing volume.

Announcing the science-backed
formula that helps you hear
what you’ve been missing!

Supplement Facts

Serving Size: 2 Capsules
Servings Per Container: 30 servings

Amount Per Serving

Magnesium (as magnesium aspartate)
122 mg
Zinc (as Zinc oxide)
50 mg
Copper (as Copper gluconate)
2 mg
Vitamin E (as d-alpha-tocopherol acetate)
40 IU
Folate
800 mcg
Selenium (as Selenomethionine)
100 mcg
Vitamin B12 (as cyanocobalamin)
24 mcg
Ginko biloba L. (Ginkgoaceae)
240 mg

DOCTOR FORMULATED

and 6% terpene lactones)
Alpha lipoic acid
Vinpocetine (Vinca minor extract)

200 mg
20 mg

% Daily Value

33%
500%
222%
180%
200%
182%
400%
*

*
*

*Daily value not established.

Non-medicinal ingredients: silicon dioxide, magnesium stearate, gelatin.

Helps to maintain and promote healthy hearing

Consult a health care practitioner prior to use if you are
pregnant or breastfeeding.
Store in a cool, dry place.

60 Capsules
Dietary Supplement
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These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is
not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

What’s more, every nutrient in Hearing
Rescue is in the same form and level as used in
clinical studies that demonstrated their effectiveness. So it will deliver the same kind of results
for you too!
The first nutrient in Hearing
Rescue is one you may have heard
of. It’s called ginkgo biloba, and
the more we learn about its effect
on ear health and hearing, the more
amazed we become!
You may already know that ginkgo increases
the flow of blood and nutrients to the brain,
helping you feel more alert and focused. But

you may not know that there are over 40 studies
that show gingko also increases blood flow to the
auditory canal…and helps relieve ringing in the
ears!
Let me explain. Ginkgo is a very powerful
antioxidant that helps protect the nerves and
auditory canal from free radical damage. It’s also
a natural vasodilator—which means that it helps
open up the tiny blood vessels and capillaries
in and around your ears—and that can have an
enormous impact on your hearing.
In one study, for example, people suffering
with ringing in the ears saw a marked improve(continued on page 7)

Are Your Ears
Crying Out
for Help?
H

earing problems typically start out as a
minor nuisance that most people ignore,
and even joke about. That’s a big mistake!
Early warning signs like these mean that
it’s time to take action—and now, not after
your problems grow worse. According to the
National Institutes of Health, just 3 “yes”
answers indicate a growing issue that
demands your attention. So be honest
with yourself—your hearing is at stake!
l Do you have a problem hearing over
the telephone?
l Do you frequently ask people to
repeat themselves?
l Do you hear ringing, roaring, or
hissing sounds regularly?
l Is it difficult to follow a conversation
when two or more people talk at once?
l Do you have to strain to understand
other people talking?
l Do you have trouble hearing when
there is noise in the background?

 many people you talk to seem to
Do
mumble or not speak clearly?
l Do you misunderstand what others are
saying and respond inappropriately?
l Do you have trouble understanding the
speech of women and children?
l Do people complain that you turn the
TV volume too high?
l Do some sounds seem too loud?
The good news is that help is finally
available that can make a huge difference.
Hearing Rescue is your secret weapon
against hearing problems, and you can put
it to the test absolutely risk-free. Order your
supply today!
l

Call 1-866-531-0466 to try Hearing Rescue Risk-Free l 5
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Life’s best moments are better
when you can hear every whisper!
Take years off your ears! This is the most

cutting-edge breakthrough I’ve seen in ear health—a
powerful natural solution that can ensures a lifetime of
crystal-clear hearing without hearing aids or implants.
And helps you say goodbye to the ringing, buzzing
and whistling in your ears once and for all!

You can see and feel results in two weeks!
DETAILS on the new science of sensational
hearing INSIDE…

Can Better Hearing Really Be This Easy?
Yes it Can! See the clinical studies starting
on page 4...

